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MESSAGE FROM DIRECTOR GENERAL, HUIC

Co-curricular and extracurricular enrichment is central to the educational experience offered to students at Hamdard University Islamabad Campus, and a core component of the university mission and vision. At Hamdard University, we recognize the importance of the global dimension and the need to prepare our students with various competency skills to take their place in an ever-changing global economy. It is a place where we have committed ourselves to the vision of raising achievement, raising aspirations and enriching partnerships. We highly encourage our students to participate in various activities which serves as an exceptional way to build life-long skills such as communication, leadership, decision-making, and organization.

To achieve these objectives, Hamdard University Islamabad Campus had taken an initiative of organizing Hakim Said Olympiad. Since the year 2018, Hakim Said Olympiad is being organized annually for promoting leadership and team building skills among students as well as faculty. I would like to congratulate organizers of this Olympiad for this brilliant initiative for promoting extra-curricular activities at undergraduate and postgraduate level. My sincere hope is that HUIC student affairs committee will be successful in achieving the goals and mission of this Olympiad in the subsequent years also.
MESSAGE FROM CONVENER, STUDENT AFFAIRS, HUIC

Student Affairs committee at HUIC consists of a dedicated team of individuals who connect, support, educate, empower, and engage our students in life outside-of-the-classroom. In support of the mission and vision of the University, we provide opportunities and experiences that are essential to students’ overall university experience. We are committed to serving students and take pride in our common goal of student success. We support the mission of the University by engaging students in becoming active contributors in an evolving global and technological society.

To ensure the fulfillment of the objective of enhanced student’s participation in extracurricular activities, this year Hakim Said Olympiad is comprised of 81 events among which 25 events are for faculty and 56 events have been organized for students. The extra-curricular activities include a combination of literary events, skill events, outdoor and indoor games and dramatics and singing events. The Olympiad provides students with a variety of educational and leadership opportunities, and we encourage all students to take advantage of these meaningful opportunities.

Prof. Dr. Madeeha Malik
Convener Student Affairs Committee, HUIC
STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE HUIC

Prof. Dr. Madeeha Malik, Convener
Student Affairs, Director, Hamdard Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences

Mr. Syed Alamzaib, Lecturer, Hamdard Institute of Engineering and Technology

Ms. Ayisha Hashmi, Lecturer, Hamdard Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences

Ms. Shazia Irshad, Admin Department

Mr. Abubakar, Lab Engineer, Hamdard Institute of Engineering and Technology

Mr. Aamir Rasheed, PA to Director HIPS

Mr. Saeed, Academic Officer, Hamdard Institute of Management Sciences
OVERVIEW OF HAKIM SAID OLYMPIAD

Hamdard University Islamabad Campus spirit and pride has grown tremendously over the years, bolstered by exciting campus-wide events and programs. Hamdard University Islamabad Campus has always been an advocate of achieving excellence in academics, research, co-curricular and extracurricular activities. Curricular and co-curricular activities have always been a vital part of campus linking the campus educational purpose and outcomes with students learning goals.

It has been a tradition of Hamdard University Islamabad Campus to organize Hakim Said Olympiad since the year 2018. The aim of the Olympiad is to promote healthy competition among students and to promote team building, leadership and entrepreneurship skills among them.

The Olympiad comprises of faculty and student events divided into the following components:

- **Literary Events**
- **Skilled Events**
- **Dramatics and Singing Events**
- **Outdoor Games**
- **Indoor Games**

OVERVIEW OF HAKIM SAID OLYMPIAD

**Literary Events**
- Faculty panel discussion
- Bait baazi
- Essay Writing (Urdu & English)
- Story Writing (Urdu & English)
- Serious Declamation (Urdu & English)
- Funny Declamation (Urdu & English)
- Poetry (Ghazal)
- Poetry (Nazm)
- IQ and General Knowledge Quiz Competition

**Skilled Events**
- Calligraphy
- Sketching
- Painting
- Photostory
- Best selfie
- Best photographer
- E-poster
- Dubsmash
- Mimicry
- Short movie
- Crafts bazaar
- Best baker
- Master chef
- Best dress designer-girls
- Best dress designer-boys
- Sell your idea
- Best makeup
- Best hairstyle
- Best henna

**Indoor Games**
- E-Gaming (Pub G and Fifa)
- Table tennis girls
- Table tennis boys
- Badminton girls
- Badminton boys
- Ludo team girls
- Ludo team boys
- Carom team girls
- Carom team boys
- Stapoo girls
- Numberology
- Test your memory

**Outdoor Games**
- Cricket
- Futsal
- Tug of war
- 100m race
- Long jump

**Dramatics and Singing**
- Drama Festival
- Battle of Bands
A GLIMPSE OF HAKIM SAID OLYMPIAD 2018

Hakim Said Olympiad 2018 was held from 30th November-5th December 2018. The theme for the Olympiad was “Two decades of HUIC; A milestone achieved”. The venue for the Olympiad was HUIC main campus, Fatima Jinnah Park, Sports Complex and Sir Syed Auditorium Islamabad. The chief guest for the closing ceremony was Mr. Ali Nawaz Awan, Special Assistant to Prime Minister on Capital Development Authority Affairs. Chancellor Hamdard University Mrs. Sadia Rashid also graced the event and appreciated the efforts of Islamabad Campus. Faculty and students were awarded with trophies, medals, shields and cash prizes. The department of the year 2018 award was won by Hamdard Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences.
HAKIM SAID OLYMPIAD 2018
DEPARTMENT OF THE YEAR HUIIC

Hamdard Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences
OVERVIEW OF HAKIM SAID OLYMPIAD 2019

Opening Ceremony

Hakim Said Olympiad 2019 was organized by student affairs department from 6th December-10th December 2019. The venue for the Olympiad was HUIC main campus, Fatima Jinnah Park, Sports Complex and Sir Syed Auditorium Islamabad. The opening ceremony was held on 5th December 2019 at HUIC main campus. A documentary highlighting the HUIC productivity 2019 was shown to audience. Prof. Dr. Madeeha Malik gave an overview of events being held and participation statistics of all departments. The highlight of opening ceremony was inauguration of Hakim Said Souvenir Shop. Twenty five items have been designed by student affairs to be displayed at souvenir shop including shirt, mug, cap, keychains, coin, photoframe, necklace, badges, car stickers, mobile cover, notepad, bag pack, gift bags, pen holder, card holder, wallet and HUIC souvenir.
HAKIM SAID SOUVENIR SHOP

- Coin
- Keychain
- Mug
- Pen
- Pen holder
- Wallet
- Cap
- T-Shirt
- Badge
- Bagpack
- Brand Souvenir
- Mobile Cover
OVERVIEW OF HAKIM SAID OLYMPIAD 2019

Judges Panel.

Faculty Events Judges
Mr. Akhtar Masood Zaidi, CEO Zaidi Traders
Ms. Hina, Faculty Member NUML

Student Event Judges
Dr. Maria Qureshi, CEO QBal
Ms. Nabeela Shakoor, Faculty Member Islamic International University
Mr. Mansoor Sherazi, Director Administration HUIC
Mr. Shehzad Afzal Kiyani, Deputy Controller Examination, HUIC
Mr. Javaid Ahmed, Librarian HUIC
Mr. Irfan Mehmood, PS to DG, HUIC
Mr. Faraz, professional singer
Mr. Shakeel Ahmed, Cricket Empire
Mr. Aqeel Khan, Cricket Empire
Mr. Mohsin Rajput, Futsal Referee
**Statistics of Hakim Said Olympiad 2019**

- **Faculty Events**
  - 25 events
  - Participation rate: 85% (287)

- **Student Events**
  - 53 events
  - Participation rate: 84% (958)

- **Literary Events**
  - 02 events
  - Participation rate:
    - HIPS 33%
    - HIET 33%
    - HIMS 33%
    - Total 18

- **Literary Events**
  - 10 events
  - Participation rate:
    - HIPS 68%
    - HIET 20%
    - HIMS 12%
    - Total 75

- **Skill Events**
  - 12 events
  - Participation rate:
    - HIPS 50%
    - HIET 31%
    - HIMS 17%
    - Total 107

- **Skill Events**
  - 26 events
  - Participation rate:
    - HIPS 66.7%
    - HIET 21.6%
    - HIMS 11.5%
    - Total 268

- **Indoor Games**
  - 09 events
  - Participation rate:
    - HIPS 24%
    - HIET 41%
    - HIMS 34%
    - Total 82

- **Indoor Games**
  - 10 events
  - Participation rate:
    - HIPS 45%
    - HIET 37.6%
    - HIMS 17%
    - Total 263

- **Outdoor Games**
  - 02 events
  - Participation rate:
    - HIPS 25%
    - HIET 25%
    - HIMS 25%
    - Admin 25%
    - Total 80

- **Outdoor Games**
  - 05 events
  - Participation rate:
    - HIPS 42%
    - HIET 46%
    - HIMS 11%
    - Total 302
THEMES OF HAKIM SAID OLYMPIAD 2019

Faculty Events Themes

Panel Discussion
• .If the going gets tough, the tough gets going

Best Photography
• Colors of winter

Best Selfie
• New in the city

E-Poster
• Gender Equality/ City of the future.

Best Dress Designer
• Winter office wear

Best Makeup
• Out of a fairy tale

Best Hairstyle
• Braid and beads
THEMES OF HAKIM SAID OLYMPIAD 2019

Student Events Themes

Serious English Declamation
- From your past emerges the present, and from the present is born your future.
- Democracy is a system where people are counted not weighed
- Freedom with limitation is no freedom
- Driving youth action and social movement to beat corruption

Serious Urdu Declamation
- Watan jab khoon mangay ga tmhre pass kia hoga?
- Naujawano mai zehni aur nafsiyati dabao
- Bhook tehzeeb ke adaab bhula deti hai
- Mulk sai corruption khatam karne mai naujawan ka kirdar

Funny English Declamation
- Sssshhh Nation is sleeping
- If love is blind why nobody loves me

Funny Urdu Declamation
- Tmhe yaad ho ky na yaad ho
- Baat to sach hai magar....... 

Poetry-Nazam
- Koi to seekhe

Poetry-Ghazal
- Kia Tamasha Ho

English Essay Writing
- Window to the Future: The Pakistan I would like to live in 10 years from now
- Fighting corruption in the age of fake news

Urdu Essay Writing
- Naujawan aur corruption ka khatama
- Kya zimadar shehri hone ke liye taleem madadgar sabit hosakti hai?

English Story Writing
- The power of belief

Urdu Story Writing
- Yaqueen ki taqat

Painting
- Gender Equity/ Climate Change
THEMES OF HAKIM SAID OLYMPIAD 2019

Student Events Themes

Sketching
- A childhood memory

Short Movie
- Stand up for the future you want: Act against corruption

Craft Bazaar
- The Modern Pakistani Culture

Best Baker
- Winter Wonderland

Masterchef
- The flavors of Pakistani cuisine

Best Dress Designer
- The University girl and boy

Best Makeup
- Out of a fairy tale

Best Hairstyle
- Beads and Braids

Best Henna
- The modern day henna

Photography
Colors of winter

Selfie
- New in the city

E-Poster
- Gender Equity/City of the future

Photo Story
- Our drowning world

Drama Festival
- Mujhe kun sai kar tu qareeb tar; mujhe apne dard ki gudai dai, mujhe is jahan sai garz nahin, mujhe us jahan ki rasai dai
- Baith jata hun wahan; chai ban ri ho jahan
- Manzil mile na mile yeh to muqadar ki bat hai; hum kosish bhi na karain yeh toh ghalat bat hai
1. Bait Baazi

Teams from all the three departments participated in the event. All the teams recited different poetry. There was a tie in between two teams and both were declared winners, HIET and HIPS team. The HIPS team included Mr. Abid Masood Sindhu, Mr. Zahid Munawar and Ms. Ayesha Anum. The HIET team comprised of Mr. Kamran Khan, Mr. Inam Ur Rehman and Mr. Abdullah Umar.

2. Panel Discussion

The theme for panel discussion was “When the tough gets going, the going gets tough”. The discussion comprised of two rounds, in first round each team was given five minutes to discuss their point of view whereas in second round the opponent teams asked questions from each team and the team had to answer in one minute. The winner of the discussion was HIPS and the team comprised of Mr. Abid Masood Sindhu and Ms. Taskeen Fatima.
3. Sell Your Idea

The event sell your idea is a scientific event in which each team presents a unique idea related to IT, health or any business plan to the judges. There was a tie between two teams. The winner of this event was **HIPS and HIET**. The faculty member from HIPS was Ms. Ayisha Hashmi and from HIET was Mr. Alif Shah.

4. Masterchef

The theme for the event was “Flavors of Pakistani cuisine”. The winner of the event was faculty member from **HIPS** Ms. Ayisha Hashmi.

5. Dress Designer Males and Females

The theme for the event was “Winter Office Wear”. There was a draw between two departments. The winner of the females event was faculty member from **HIPS** Ms. Shahida Shaheen and **HIMS** Ms. Mehnaz whereas the male designer winner was Mr. Kaleemullah from HIPS.

6. Best Makeup

The theme for the event was “Out of a fairy tale”. The winner of the event was faculty member from **HIPS** Ms. Aqsa Sajid Abbasi.
7. **Best Hairstyle**

The theme for the event was “Braids and Beads”.

The winner of the event was faculty member from HIMS Ms. Sanober Shaheen.

8. **Best Photographer**

The theme for the event was “Colors of winter”.

The winner of the event was faculty member from HIPS Mr. Kaleemullah.

9. **Best Selfie**

The theme for the event was “New in the City”. The winner of the event was faculty member from HIPS Ms. Sammia Niazi.

10. **E-Poster**

The theme for the event was “Gender Equality” or “City of the Future”. The winner of the event was faculty member from HIPS Ms. Sammia Niazi.

11. **Dubsmash**

The participants presented short videos. The winner of the event was from HIPS Mr. Waqas.
12. **E-Gaming PUB G**

The winner of the event was team from **HIPS** comprised of Mr. Daniyal and Mr. Ali..

13. **Badminton Males and Females**

The winner of male badminton was Mr. Zahid Iqbal from **admin** department whereas female badminton was won by Ms. Aneela Yasmin from **HIET** department.

14. **Table Tennis males and females**

The winner of male table tennis was from Mr. Kamran Khan from **HIET** department and female table tennis Ms. Sana Mukhtar from **HIET** department.

15. **Ludo males and females**

The winner of males and females ludo was team from **HIET** department comprised of Mr. Asghar Khan and Inam ur Rehman and Ms. Aneela Yasmeen for female ludo.

16. **Carom males and females**

The winner of carom was team from **HIPS** department comprised of Dr. Iqbal Nasiri and Mr. Umair Saleem.
17. Numberology
The winner of numberology was team from HIET department comprised of Ms. Sana Mukhtar, Ms. Uzma Majeed and Mr. Alamzaib.

18. Test your memory
The winner of test your memory was team from HIET department comprised of Ms. Sadia Muqaddas, Ms. Anila Yasmeen and Mr. Usman Javed and HIPS department comprised of Ms. Ayisha Hashmi, Mr. Kaleemullah and Ms. Iter Un Nisha.

19. Cricket
Four teams participated in cricket. Team from admin department won the faculty cricket league.

20. Tug of War
Four teams participated in tug of war. Team from HIMS department won the event.
1. Bait Baazi

Student teams comprising of three members participated in the competition. Students recited different forms of poetry. The winner was team from HIPS department comprising of students of 1st professional and 5th professional.

2. IQ Quiz Competition

Three teams participated in the quiz competition. The competition was comprised of four rounds. In the first round, five general knowledge questions were asked from each team. In the second round, three questions related to IQ were asked from each team. In the third round, Islamic knowledge of teams was assessed. The highest scoring two teams played the final round. The final round comprised of pictorial questions and rapid fire questions. The winner was from HIPS department.
3. English Declamation (Serious)

The themes for English declamation serious were
From your past emerges the present, and from the
present is born your future, Democracy is a
system where people are counted not weighed,
Freedom with limitation is no freedom and Driving
youth action and social movement to beat
corruption. The winner was Tanazul Awan from
HIPS department.

4. English Declamation Funny

The themes for the declamation were Sssshhh
Nation is sleeping and If love is blind why nobody
loves me. The winner was Muatter Nadeem from
HIPS department.

5. Urdu Declamation Serious

The themes for declamation were Watan jab khoon
mangay ga tmhre pass kia hoga?, Naujawano mai
zehni aur nafsiyati dabao, Bhook tehzeeb ke adaab
bhula deti hai aur Mulk sai corruption khatam
karne mai naujawan ka kirdar. The winner was
Saba Firdous from HIPS department.
6. Urdu Declamation (Funny)
The themes for urdu declamation funny were
Tumhain yaad ho ke na yaad ho and baat to sach hai magar. The winner was Salaar Ahmed from HIET department.

7. Qirat
The winner was Hafiz Ejaz from HIMS department.

8. Naat
The winner was Faran Ahmed from HIPS department.

9. Poetry (Nazam)
The theme for poetry was koi to seekhe. The winner was Usama Sajid from HIET department.

10. Poetry (Ghazal)
The theme for ghazal was kia tamasha ho. There was a tie between two departments. The winner was Ayeza Ahmed from HIPS department and Usama Sajid from HIET department.
11. Essay Writing (English)

The themes for essay were Window to the Future: The Pakistan I would like to live in 10 years from now and Fighting corruption in the age of fake news. The winner was Sobab Haroon from HIPS department.

12. Essay Writing (Urdu)

The themes for essay were Naujawan aur corruption ka khatam and Kya zimadar shehri hone ke liye taleem madadgar sabit hosakti hai? The winner was Saad Bashir from HIPS department.

13. Story Writing (English)

The theme was power of belief. The winner was Sarah Ali from HIET department.

14. Story Writing (Urdu)

The theme was yaqeen ki taqat. The winner was Faiza Abid from HIPS department.

15. Test your Memory

Team players had to guess three matching pairs out of ten pairs. The winner was Sidra Rashid, Hira Riaz and Hajira Tariq from HIPS department.
16. **Numberology**

The winning team was from HIPS composed of Umar Malik, Ayesha Ishaque and Urooj Naseer.

17. **Sell your idea**

The teams presented their unique scientific ideas to the judges. The winner was team from HIET department.

18. **Masterchef**

The theme was Flavors of Pakistani Cuisine. The winner was Sumbal Shabbir from HIPS department.

19. **Best Baker**

The theme was Winter Wonderland. The winner was Nukhba Sana from HIPS.

20. **Dress Designer Boys and Girls**

The theme was university wear. The winner was Arsalan Joseph HIPS and Momina Rauf HIPS.

21. **Calligraphy**

The winner was Mishal from HIPS department.
22. Sketching

The theme for sketching was A Childhood Memory.

The winner was Anum Rehman from HIPS department.

23. Painting

The theme was gender equality or Climate Change.

The winner was Ayesha Akram from HIPS department.

24. Dubsmash

Short videos were presented by students. The winner was Faiq from HIPS department.

25. Mimicry

The winner was Warda Tanveer from HIPS and Malik Abdul Wahab from HIET.

26. E-Poster

The theme was our drowning world. The winner was Farriya Farrukh from HIPS.

27. Short Movie

The theme for the movie was Stand up for your future, Act against corruption. The winner was warda tanveer from HIPS department, and malik abdul wahab from HIET.
28. Photography
The theme for photography was colors of winter.
The winner was Saad Ijaz from HIET department.

29. Selfie
The theme for event was New in the city. The
winner for the competition was Misha Arooj from
HIPS.

30. Photostory
The theme was Our drowning world. The winner of
event was Fahad Khan from HIPS.

31. Badminton Boys and Girls
The winner of boys event was from HIET Shoaib and
for girls was from HIPS Madiha Khizar.

32. Table Tennis Boys and Girls
The winner of boys event was Amish from HIET and
girls was Alishba Azeem from HIPS.

33. Ludo Boys and Girls
The winner team for ludo boys was from HIMS and
girls was from HIPS.
34. Carom Boys and Girls
The winner team for boys was from HIET and girls was from HIET department.

35. Stapoo
The winner for the competition was Iqra Liaqat from HIPS.

36. Cricket
A two day cricket league was held in the event. The winning team was Chinar Strikers from HIET whereas runner up team was HIMS strikers.

37. Futsal
A two day futsal league was organized. The winning team was Lado 11 from HIPS whereas runner up team was Hamdard Strikers HIET.

38. Tug of War
The winner of event was team from HIET department.

39. Long Jump
The winner was Azhar Ud Din from HIMS.

40. 100m Race
The winner was Musavir from HIET department.
41. Drama Festival

Three teams from HIPS and HIET whereas 1 team from HIMS participated in the event. Three themes were given to teams. The winner team was from HIET department.

42. Battle of Bands

Three teams participated from HIPS whereas 1 team from HIET. The winner team was from HIPS department with main lead Faran Ahmed.
The closing ceremony of Hakim Said Olympiad 2019 was held on 10th December 2019 at Sir Syed Auditorium, G5, Islamabad. The chief guest of the ceremony was Mr. Ayyaz Kiyani, Secretary Pakistan Pharmacy Council and Consultant for Federal Government on National Medicine Policy of Pakistan.

The ceremony started with showcasing HUIC productivity for the year 2019. The main highlight of the ceremony was inauguration of HUIC Declaration 2020 Wall. Prof. Dr. Madeeha Malik shared the vision behind this declaration and presented the initiatives taken by HUIC in order to achieve this vision. The objective is to foster capacity building and skills sets with commitment to promote health equity in Pakistan.
The event was followed by address by chief guest who appreciated the efforts of HUICh for organizing olympiad. The address was followed by Director General HUICh address who appreciated the efforts of organizing committee for successful event.

The winners were awarded with trophies, shields and medals, The cumulative score for each department was calculated and department of the year award was announced. The winner of award was Hamdard Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences who won the award by more than 60 score points.
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BEST DEPARTMENT OF HUIC

Hamdard Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences
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